Abstract. Textual analysis using machine learning is in high demand for a wide range of applications including recommender systems, business intelligence tools, and electronic personal assistants. Some of these applications need to operate over a wide and unpredictable array of topic areas, but current in-domain, domain adaptation, and multi-domain approaches cannot adequately support this need, due to their low accuracy on topic areas that they are not trained for, slow adaptation speed, or high implementation and maintenance costs.
Introduction
Text analysis techniques, such as sentiment analysis, are valuable tools for business intelligence, predicting market trends, and targeting advertisements. This technology is especially salient because written works include tweets, Facebook posts, blog posts, news articles, forum comments, or any other sample of electronic text that has become prevalent due to the grow of the web.
Textual analysis applications need to operate over a wide and unpredictable array of topic areas, often in real-time. However, current approaches are unable to reliably and accurately operate in real-time for new domains.
Text analysis on a wide array of topic areas is difficult because word meaning is context sensitive. Word sense disambiguation issues are one reason why classifiers trained for one topic area do poorly in other topic areas. The linguistic community has spent a great deal of effort trying to understand the differences Cite as: Justin Martineau, Doreen Cheng and Tim Finin. 2013. TISA: topic independence scoring algorithm.
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between word senses by build linguistic resources such as WordNet [5] , WordNet Affect [12] and Senti-WordNet [1] . Word sense disambiguation is still challenging. Fortunately, word sense disambiguation issues can be side stepped for specific problems. Consider sentiment polarity classification, which is the binary classification task where either the author approves of, or the author disapproves of the specific topic of interest. For sentiment polarity classification knowing word meaning is irrelevant, but knowing word connotation is crucial. In the following example, "I proudly wore my new shirt to the bank." It is irrelevant whether the bank is a financial institution or a river bank because both senses of the word bank have no sentimental connotation for apparel. Thus, the word sense disambiguation problem can be simplified into a word connotation calculation. By extension to text classification: knowing the word's sense is irrelevant, but knowing it's class bias for a topic area is sufficient.
We introduce a method to determine topic independent class bias scores for words. These words can be used to build bag-of-words models that operate well in a wide area of diverse topics. Creating topic independent word scores is simple when there exists labeled data from multiple domains. Bias scores for a word can be calculated in each topic area using your machine learning algorithm of choice. A function can then be applied to these scores to determine a topic independent class bias score for the word. Intuitively, to measure topic independence, it makes sense to observe the variance of a word's class bias in multiple topic areas. We introduce our Topic Independence Scoring Algorithm as a method to calculate topic independent class bias scores from a set of existing topic area specific class bias scores.
Since our Topic Independence Scoring Algorithm uses only bias scores produced by another supporting machine learning algorithm, it has several useful properties. First, the supporting machine learning can be swapped out. Machine learning experts can use our algorithm with the most appropriate algorithm for the task at hand. Second, our algorithm works on models not training data. This is very valuable in industrial settings when the training data may be lost or inaccessible due to business reasons. Alternatively, this is useful when the expertise to tune the original algorithm may no longer be available, but the model still remains. Finally, the topic independence scoring algorithm can be evaluated against the algorithm that produced the topic area specific scores. This allows us to more effectively evaluate the value of topic independence scoring.
As a use case and for evaluation purposes we build a topic independent model for sentiment analysis that is highly accurate across 20 never before seen test topic areas. Our topic independent model is even more accurate than the supporting machine learning algorithm in the test domains using 10 fold CV. Using our algorithm, we built a domain-independent sentiment model from five product review categories in the Amazon product reviews dataset [2] and evaluated it upon 20 additional product categories. Our classifier significantly outperforms the classifiers built specifically for each of the 20 product review categories. The baseline classifiers built specifically for the 20 test domains were almost twice as likely to make an error as our domain independent model. 
Understanding Topic Independence
Our approach introduces the ground breaking concept of term level topic independence, which is the degree to which a terms orientation to a class remains the same when measured across multiple topics [7] . Poly-synonymous words are one reason why classifiers trained in a single domain do poorly in other domains. However, even when the sense of the word remains the same, the usage of that word implies different things in different topic areas. These problems lack a clear mathematical definition upon which machines can compute. Our Topic Independence Scoring Algorithm provides a clearly defined mathematical counting problem to eliminate word sense disambiguation issues when doing textual machine learning. The afore mentioned counting problem counts the different orientations a term has across multiple topic areas. This concept enables simple and fast computation for topic independent text analysis, and is therefore a very useful and important new concept.
We shall further explain topic independence using sentiment analysis as an example. A term can have either a positive, a negative, or a neutral connotation when it is used in context. Framed as a binary classification problem, the presence of any term is either an indicator of positive sentiment, an indicator of negative sentiment, or it has no class bias. This bias can be determined in context by determining if documents in that context (aka domain or topic area) are more likely to be positive or negative when that term is present. Given a set of different IV contexts we can count the number of contexts where the term is positive and the number of contexts where the term is negative. In Figure 1 we chart these values along the x and y axis for every term in the popular 25 category Amazon Product Reviews Dataset [2] . This chart shows why our Topic Independence Scoring Algorithm is so important.
Sentimental topic independence is a matter of degree: there is almost always some situation where a normally positive word or phrase will have a negative connotation. The topic independent sentiment bias of a term should be based not only upon its sentimental strength in most situations, it must also be weighted by it's reliability and uniformity. Put another way, the exceptions are so frequent that they must be accounted for in the general rule. Figure 1 shows that there are only 11 terms that have a positive sentimental orientation in all 25 product review categories, while 16 terms have a negative sentiment orientation. For example, the 11 most topic independent positive terms: "excellent", "highly recommend" ", "the best", "best", "an excellent", "I love", "love", "wonderful", "a great", "always", and "recommend" occur at. For example, the 11 most domain independent positive terms: excellent, highly recommend , the best, best, an excellent, I love, love, wonderful, a great, always, and recommend. The most topic independent negative terms include: "don't waste", " your money", "waste", "waste your", "would not", "money", "disappointed", "worse". These terms are very revealing, but are not enough to cover a representative sample of any given text document.
The vast majority of all terms, over two million, are unique to exactly one product category in our dataset. From that peak, the total volume of terms falls off very rapidly according to the degree of topic independence. This implies that we need to properly scale the sentiment strength scores for terms with their degree of sentimental topic independence in-order to use the less topic independent terms without overpowering the more topic independent terms.
Approach
The unique idea of our approach is to build a topic independent model by scoring terms based upon how much their class bias shifts as observed across many topics. By doing this irrespective of the target topic area where the model will be applied we can be reasonably confident that the model will work well for any topic area. This contrasts quite sharply with domain adaptation methods that seek to adapt a model build for one domain into a model that will better fit another specific domain. Using domain adaptation thus ensures that you will need to domain adaptation again for the next domain. Furthermore, this kind of custom fitting to a single dataset is more likely to overfit artifacts in those datasets than a model that must fit multiple different domains since artifacts can be cross-checked with other domains. Domain independent models are much more useful than single domain models because they are more broadly applicable and less susceptible to artifacts and other noise. The first question is fairly straight forward and easy to answer using standard techniques for supervised machine learning. Delta TFIDF [8] weights works particularly well for this task [9] , but they can easily be replaced as the stateof-the-art advances.
Answering the second question is difficult for current domain adaptation approaches because they model the situation as a relationship between a predetermined training topic area and the target topic area. This setup assumes a different relationship between each pair of topics.
Question two is very difficult to answer with that assumption, so let us instead assume that the class bias of a term is equally likely to shift between any randomly selected pair of topics. This implies that we can predict how likely any given term's class bias is to shift when applied to another arbitrary topic area simply by observing how frequently it actually shifts class bias between multiple topic areas. Similarly, we can observe the magnitude of these class bias shifts to determine the likely magnitude of the class bias for other arbitrary topic areas.
Term level topic independence class bias scores need to measure and unify the following semantics:
-Sensible orientation : A term's class orientation should agree with its overall orientation in the set of topic areas. -Strength : Terms with higher scores in the topic areas should have higher scores. -Broad applicability : Terms that are used in more topic areas should have higher scores. -Uniform meaning : Terms with more uniform topic area scores should have higher scores.
To measure these semantics we introduce our Topic Independence Scoring function in Equation 1. Strength can be measured with a simple average. This average should also give us a sensible orientation. A strongly oriented term is more valuable as it becomes more broadly applicable so multiplying the strength score and the applicability score makes sense. The uniform meaning metric is difficult. Variance is not a good choice since variance scores increase with disuniformity, have an undefined range, and when all the values are multiplied by a constant the variance goes up by the square of the constant. Attempting to address the dis-uniformity problem by dividing the other scores by the variance is not a good solution because this can cause divide by zero problems and because of the rate at which the variance score changes. A good way to score uniformity is to use the geometric mean of the topic area scores. The geometric mean is a good choice because it has a predefined range with a maximum equal to the arithmetic mean when the values are totally uniform and with scores dropping VI as uniformity decreases. This final uniformity term should be multiplied with the earlier calculations because, a strong broadly applicable term is more valuable when the strong scores are more uniform.
Given that:
D t is the number of topics that term t occurs in. S d,t is the class bias score for term t in topic area d. T IS(t) is the feature value for term t. We calculate Topic Independence Scores with the following formula:
The Topic Independence Scoring Algorithm creates a topic independent model from a set of existing topic dependent models using the TIS function on each term. Algorithms, such as SVMs and Logistic Regression use weight vectors to produce judgments. With a set of topic area specific models built by such algorithms TISA can produce a new topic independent weight vector covering all the terms in the source models. This new weight vector can be used to do topic independent classification using the same classification algorithm that produced the original topic area specific weight vectors. Our topic independent classification can be easily used with a wide variety of popular machine learning algorithms: There is a very low adoption barrier.
Evaluation
In this evaluation we demonstrate how to build topic independent sentiment models using our topic independence scoring algorithm. We demonstrate that:
1. Topic independent sentiment models outperform in-topic models. 2. Topic independent models use additional out-of-topic training data more effectively than alternative techniques including:
(a) Weighted voting with multiple models.
(b) Building a single model on the union of multiple topic area datasets.
3. Topic independent sentiment models can be used to find revealing and informative topic specific vocabulary.
Our topic independent sentiment model is 89.6% accurate when measured over 20 additional held-out test topic areas with a low variance of 5.05 percentage points. Our approach is the most accurate approach published on this dataset. 
Test 1: TISA vs. In-topic Models
This test evaluates our topic independence scoring algorithm as a method for domain independent sentiment classification using 20 different held-out test topic areas.
For our baseline we used the standard 10-fold cross-validation methodology in each of the 20 test topic areas. For this baseline we choose to use the Delta IDF [7] classification algorithm, which is a slight modification on the Delta TFIDF document feature weighting algorithm [8] . To train a Delta IDF model calculate each feature in the bag-of-words as shown below and add them to a weight vector. Given that:
|P t | is the number of positively labeled training documents with term t. |P | is the number of positively labeled training documents. |N t | is the number of negatively labeled training documents with term t. |N | is the number of negatively labeled training documents. V t is the feature value for term t.
We need to balance the positive vs. the negative bias because we know that the datasets have been class balanced by the original author of the dataset. Follow the procedure described below.
Bias Balancing Procedure:
1. Create a copy of the weight vector and call it the positive vector. Call the original vector the negative vector. 2. For every feature in the positive vector, if the feature value is less than zero set the value to zero. 3. For every feature in the negative vector, if the feature value is greater than zero set the value to zero. 4. L 2 normalize the positive vector 5. L 2 normalize the negative vector 6. Add the positive and negative vectors together and return the answer.
For our classification function we use the dot product of the document with the weight vector. Data points with a dot product greater than or equal to zero are positive, otherwise the point is negative.
To keep our comparison uniform and meaningful we apply the same bias balancing procedure and use the same classification function for both TISA and Delta IDF. Bias balancing is a good idea for TISA because the overall class balance is topic area dependent. For example, while most people love their digital cameras they absolutely hate their anti-virus software.
To further eliminate external factors we use the Delta IDF algorithm to produce the set of domain specific feature scores used by TISA in equation 1.
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Since Delta IDF does not have any tunable parameters, no one can claim that the input models for TISA were better tuned that the baseline models. These choices remove potential confounding factors that could have been responsible for TISA's better performance.
We built our topic independent model from a set of five topic dependent models using TISA as described in our approach. The five source models were built using Delta IDF on a different set of topic areas than the 20 held out test topic areas. The five source models were built on the books, dvds, electronics, kitchen appliances, and music topic areas because these are the most popular domains. This matches real world situations where there exists more labeled data for popular topic areas and far less labeled data for other areas.
Target
In Table 1 . A general model built form using TISA to combine Delta IDF scores on data about books, DVDs, electronics, kitchen appliances, and music does very well on 20 different product categories when compared to in-domain models built using Delta IDF on each of the categories.
On average our topic area independent model is 89.60% accurate, which is a statistically significant improvement over the 82.28% accurate product area specific Delta IDF baselines to the 99.9% confidence interval. Table 1 shows the accuracy of our TISA model compared to the baseline for each of our 20 test product review categories. Please note that the low accuracy of the tools baseline is not a mistake. We will discuss it in greater detail in the next section.
Unlike other algorithms, TISA is highly accurate on every topic area with very low variance. Even though many of the topic areas are substantially different from TISA's training data our TISA model is more accurate and nearly 11 times IX more stable in terms of variance than the domain specific models. While domain adaptation algorithms try to exploit the relationship between topic areas, TISA attempts to minimize the effects of these relationships. This decouples TISA's training topic areas with its testing topic areas. This has the added benefit of allowing researchers working with TISA to use labeled data from any topic area. This can allow researchers to avoid using low quality topic area datasets, such as topic areas with very little data, harder data points to classify, or low interannotator label agreement. Table 2 illustrates the difference between topic independent term scores produced by TISA and topic dependent scores that were used as input to TISA. This table shows the top 50 most negative and most positive words or pairs of words for TISA and the baseline models. The terms highlighted in the figure show that TISA's most important terms are very general purpose, while the terms in the input books model are very specific to the books topic area. These example terms support our argument that TISA favors topic independent bias terms.
The product specific baselines built using Delta IDF make for an excellent comparison. These product specific baselines are not straw men; they have been shown to outperform Support Vector Machines on this dataset [7] . By correctly setting up our experiment we have eliminated confounding factors and can conclude that the quality of the models is responsible for the difference between the two algorithms. By evaluating TISA against the Delta IDF algorithm used to create its constituent sub-models we negate any potential objections that our improvement was due to the difference between the baseline algorithm and the algorithm used to create the sub-models. Thus the difference between the two models comes from either the intelligent combination of models using TISA, or the amount and quality of the training data. Both of these are good points for TISA, since TISA allows the researcher to freely select dataset without respect to the topic area that the model will be used on.
Test 2: TISA vs. Ensemble Methods
Skeptical readers might object to comparing TISA against in-domain Delta IDF because TISA is using more total labeled data. In machine learning, it is well known that using more training data will improve accuracy, but it is also well known that using training data that is not similar to the test data will hurt accuracy. One of TISA's main benefits is that it allows machine learning practitioners to leverage large amounts of dis-similar data by reducing the impact of the dis-similarity. The tools entry in Table 1 is a clear example of why this approach is so important: using more training data is the entire point of domain adaptation.
One reason why TISA is very accurate is that it preserves and intelligently uses the information captured by splitting the document pool into different domains or topic areas. Consider building a Delta IDF dot product classifier using the union of all the data that the topic independent model was trained on. That Table 2 . Top 50 most positive and negative terms for the Books domain as determined by in-domain Delta IDF vs. Top Most positive and negative terms as determined by TISA using Books, DVDs, and Electronics. All terms shown have the correct sentimental orientation and are strongly oriented. However, in-domain Delta IDF identifies many features, shown in bold and highlighted in red , that will not generalize well to non-book data. Instead, TISA placed more importance on terms, shown in italics and highlighted in green , that should generalize very well to other domains.
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process ignores the information provided by the subdivision in the dataset between different domains. Table 3 shows that the TISA model is more accurate than a Delta IDF classifier created from the union of the same set of documents at an accuracy of 89.6% to 86.3%. This difference is significant to the 99.5% confidence level. Clearly it is better to use the information provided by domain membership than to ignore it. Table 3 . General TISA "BDEKM" model built from the Books, DVDs, Electronics, Kitchen Appliances, and Music Delta IDF models vs. Weighted Voting with these models vs. a single Delta IDF model built on the union of all the Books, DVDs, Electronics, Kitchen Appliances, and Music data. Results have been sorted by size. The 10-fold in-domain accuracies for each test domain are displayed for reference.
A popular alternative technique to leverage more out of domain data is to use multiple classifiers under a weighted voting approach. Delta IDF dot product classification is particularly well suited to this approach because, when both the documents and the weight vectors are normalized to unit length, the magnitude of the dot product can serve as the vote's weight. Weighted voting using the books, DVDs, electronics, kitchen appliances, and music domains over the test domains is 86.83% accurate. The difference between weighted voting and the TISA method using the same training and test points is significant to the 99.9% confidence level. The weighted voting approach is statistically no different than the union model as indicated by a p-value of .3555 . These results are displayed in detail in Table 3 . 
Sentiment Feature Mining
In many case it is valuable to know what the important domain specific bias features are. For example, someone who is shopping for clothes may want to know why a specific article of clothing was rated poorly by users. While reporting to the shopper the highest scoring topic independent features for the product will clearly show that people did not like the product, it will not do a good job of showing why people did not like the article of clothing because topic independent features are very generic. To solve this sentiment mining problem we must report to the shopper the topic specific reasons why people did not like the article of clothing.
Fortunately, the topic-independent model can be used to automatically generate topic-specific sentiment models. These topic specific models can then be used to report specific reasons why people liked or disliked the topic. Table 4 . Top 50 most positive and negative terms mined for the apparel topic area using the topic independent model built by TISA on books, DVDs, electronics, kitchen appliances, and music data. The terms are strongly sentimental and are correctly oriented for apparel. The terms tend to be very specific to the apparel topic area.
This takes 3 steps: (1) gather a set of documents about the topic the user is interested in, (2) classify every document using the topic-independent model and label them as positive or negative with the classifiers decision, (3) compute ∆IDF(t) scores for terms in the set of documents that were mechanically labeled in the previous step. The top most features of this model are the strongest reasons why people liked or disliked the product. Table 4 shows the top 50 strongest sentimental terms for the clothing topic computed using this method.
The words and phrases shown in Table 4 are good apparel specific indicators of sentiment that help explain why a user liked or disliked the piece of apparel XIII under review. Many of these phrases express an opinion about an apparel specific product feature. For example, "Feels great" indicates a positive opinion about the feel of the clothing. Likewise, "Great quality" expresses a positive opinion about the item's quality. Other phrases assert a good, or bad, property of apparel for the item under review. Examples include "Is comfortable" and "Are soft" both of which are desirable aspects of many apparel items. Other stop words, or near stop words, are informative components of strong apparel specific sentiment indicators. Sentiment amplifiers such as "So" ,"Very" , and "Really" are important stop words because they amplify the strength of the rest of the phrase. The presence of these phrases can indicate why a user gave a positive or negative rating to a piece of apparel.
Related Work
Supervised machine learning is a common approach for sentiment analysis. Normally, a classifier is trained on a hand labeled dataset for the specific topic area of interest. Training these classifiers generally takes a long time, but once they are trained they can rapidly make accurate judgments of the type they were trained to make, on the type of things they were exposed to during the training process. Using Support Vector Machines [6] with a bag-of-words feature space is one of the most popular examples of this approach, including the seminal work on sentiment analysis for movies [11] .
While these in-domain methods work well in a predefined topic area with a sufficient amount of labeled data they do not work well when used outside of the predefined topic area. As a result these methods do not work well for important applications, such as personal assistants, that need to provide answers for any domain, or topic area, that the user is interested in at the moment.
Current domain-adaptation approaches such as CODA [4] , SCL-MI [2] , SFA [10] , and Couple Spaces [3] build a model for a domain, which has no labeled data, using labeled data from a different domain. This is unacceptable because it is infeasible to train a new model in real-time whenever an electronic personal assistant encounters a question about a new domain.
To address these challenges and enable personal assistants to succeed in unexpected topic areas we took a strikingly different approach to re-score sentiment features using their domain-independence. Our work alone has been designed to build models that remain highly accurate even when they are used on unfamiliar topics that may be vastly different.
In a business setting it is highly desirable to be able to deploy trained models on new topic areas that they were not designed for. Training these models should not require any special changes for the topic area. Furthermore, these models should be highly accurate in every topic area that they will be used upon even if the list of topic areas they will be used upon is unknown. Unlike state-of-the-art Domain Adaptation approaches, our TISA fulfills these demands as summarized in Table 5 .
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Our approach is highly accurate across 20 never before seen test domains. Surprisingly, our algorithm is even more accurate than models that were custom tailored to the test domains. Table 5 . TISA has the easiest to satisfy training data requirements, is simple, fast, highly accurate, and reliable. Caution should be taken when directly comparing the average accuracy and variance numbers of TISA and our ∆IDF baseline to other published approaches due to the different training environments described.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed that topic-independent sentiment analysis is highly important for a wide array of applications. We pointed out how state-of-the-art domain-adaptation approaches do not address these problems. To address these problems, we designed our approach with the core goal of accurate sentiment classification for unforeseen topic areas. Our algorithm has several advantages over other approaches because it does not require any information about the topic area, including labeled or unlabeled data from the topic area. First, machine learning experts can use our scoring algorithm with the most appropriate algorithm for the task at hand. Second, even if the training data has been lost, is inaccessible due to business reasons, or the expertise to tune the original algorithm is no longer available, existing models can still be used with TISA to produce topic independent models. Third, training time is substantially reduced for super-linear training algorithms by cutting the number of documents down into multiple smaller pools. Fourth, TISA Each modeled situation corresponds to a product review category since each is a held-out test set. Each product review category is a topic area and is treated as a test situation. Although 10-fold cross-validation is used in each product review category folds are not counted as a test situation. Average and variance scores are computed over test situations. Please note that the average and variance reported in this table for ∆ IDF includes domains that TISA was trained on. Each unique source/target product review category pair is being treated as a modeled situation. Every domain adaptation source/target pair for the Books, DVDs, Electronics, and Kitchen product review categories were modeled.
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can leverage existing labeled data in any number of topic areas. We speculate that this reduces overfitting and leads to our demonstrated better results.
TISA is the only true scalable topic-independent sentiment analysis solution for real world problems. A single topic-independent model built using TISA is vastly preferable to using multiple models domain specific models for the following reasons: One, a single model is much easier and less costly to create and maintain. Two, topic independent models do not require topic detection to determine which domain specific model to use. Three, topic-independent models created using TISA are even more accurate than topic-specific models due to their ability to leverage more data and reduce the affects of noisy features. Four, our topic-independent models are 11 times more reliable than domain specific models. Five, TISA models require no changes to work well on a new topic area. These factors make TISA the best choice for practical real world sentiment analysis.
